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Illustrated in full color throughout, this easy-to-use guide covers every aspect of horsemanship from the everyday basics
of horse care and riding technique to more spectacular events such as show jumping, racing and riding holidays.
Recently updated and extended, The Horse Illustrated Guide to Caring for Your Horse covers the fundamentals;from diet
and health care to tacking and trailering your horse. Complete with step-by-step instructions, countless tips, full-color
photos, and easy-to-use glossary, this book takes the guesswork out of caring for your horse.
Newly updated and extended, Advanced Western Riding joins the experience and enthusiasm of equestrienne Kara L.
Stewart with the wisdom of Horse Illustrated to bring this definitive guide to advanced western riders. The book goes
beyond the fundamentals to teach readers how to refine their riding skills--from the right mental attitude to the proper seat
and hands to advanced schooling techniques and competitions. Complete with step-by-step instructions, countless tips,
full-color photos, and an easy-to-use glossary, this guide takes the guesswork out of advanced western riding.
From the Pryor Mountain Mustang to the Tennessee Walking Horse, North America is home to an amazing variety of
horses. In this lavish, photograph-filled guide, Judith Dutson provides 96 in-depth profiles that include each breed’s
history, special uses, conformation standards, and more. You’ll learn about homegrown favorites like the Morgan,
Appaloosa, and Quarter Horse, as well as exotic imports like the Mangalarga Marchador and the Selle Français. Take a
continental horse tour without ever leaving your home.
DIVEntertaining guidebook offers wealth of information about horses, harnesses, coaches, stables and liveries. Over 100
captioned photographs of carts, landaus, phaetons, broughams, more. /div
Discusses the pleasures and responsibilities of owning and riding a horse and provides information about riding
techniques, equipment, and grooming a horse.
An authoritative introduction by one of the world's leading equestrian writers sets the horse in its evolutionary and
historical context.
If you've got a few acres of land or you're considering moving out to the country and starting a farm, The Complete
Illustrated Guide to Farming is for you. It's a comprehensive, encyclopedic guide for the small-scale family farmer, the
hobby farmer - and
Giddy up! Your guide to horseback riding is here! There’s nothing quite like the sound of a horse’s gallop. Add to that
the sight of its mane catching wind as its powerhouse body criss-crosses the boundary of strength and graceful agility.
They are majestic creatures to behold—and if you’ve caught the equine bug, Horseback Riding For Dummies is all you
need to get saddled up and started on your journey to riding into the sunset! Inside, riders at the beginner level will
discover the differences between Western and English riding styles, get the knowledge to select the best stable and
instructor, and so much more! Choose the riding discipline that best suits your interests Find a qualified riding instructor
Learn how to enter the competitive riding world Fit and care for the saddle, bridle, and other equipment Once you’ve
fallen for one of these beautiful animals, it’s hard to hold your horses—and this guide is here to give you the skills and
know-how to take that excitement to the ring!
A comprehensive illustrated guide to horse clothing.
This book represents the first attempt in modern times to provide the horse owner with a comprehensive guide to how the
body systems of the horse work in health combined with an exhaustive guide to their ailments. It is written in language
which can be understood by the layman and with the scientific accuracy necessary for students. Enabling the reader to
find out fast the symptoms and causes of problems, action to be taken, and the likely prognosis. The use of colour for the
first time in an equine veterinary book of this scope leads to a saving on text and an expansion of understanding.
The 18th century was a wealth of knowledge, exploration and rapidly growing technology and expanding record-keeping
made possible by advances in the printing press. In its determination to preserve the century of revolution, Gale initiated
a revolution of its own: digitization of epic proportions to preserve these invaluable works in the largest archive of its kind.
Now for the first time these high-quality digital copies of original 18th century manuscripts are available in print, making
them highly accessible to libraries, undergraduate students, and independent scholars. Medical theory and practice of the
1700s developed rapidly, as is evidenced by the extensive collection, which includes descriptions of diseases, their
conditions, and treatments. Books on science and technology, agriculture, military technology, natural philosophy, even
cookbooks, are all contained here. ++++ The below data was compiled from various identification fields in the
bibliographic record of this title. This data is provided as an additional tool in helping to insure edition identification: ++++
National Library of Medicine N001574 Collective titlepage in red and black. The second part, 'The farrier's new guide,
containing an .. account of all the diseases incident to horses', London, W. Taylor, 1722, has its own titlepage and
pagination; register is continuous from that of the first part. London: printed by S. Palmer, for William Taylor, 1722.
[16],109, [1];[2],260p., plates; 8°
A complete illustrated guide to horsemanship, with a visual directory of specialist saddlery and equipment, step-by-step instruction
on learning to ride, expert tips on improving and advancing your technique, and a survey the range of riding pursuits and team
sports.
Now in its seventh edition, The Complete Encyclopedia of Horse Racing is an authoritative and comprehensive illustrated work of
reference. The book tells the story of the "sport of kings" from its earliest inceptions to the present day. It provides essential
information on all the top jockeys and the leading owners and trainers and the famous horses. Every personality (human and
equine), event and issue of importance in the history of both flat racing and steeplechasing will be referred to somewhere in the
book. In addition, the off-track world of racing will be explored through the chapters dealing with gambling, scandals and disasters,
social and cultural aspects, media coverage and the business of the racing. Written by two acknowledged authorities on the racing
scene, this book is the definitive work on "the horses", with every page a visually exciting and information-packed celebration of
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the sport. Revised and updated to include the latest crop of superstars, including US Triple Crown winner American Pharoah and
Melbourne Cup-winning jockey Michelle Payne, this book continues to be as invaluable to the fan who follows racing on television
as it will be for the serious student, administrator and the media.
Recently updated and extended, The Horse Illustrated Guide to English Riding covers the fundamentals;from loping and galloping
to troubleshooting and showing. Complete with step-by-step instructions, countless tips, full-color photos, and an easy-to-use
glossary, this book takes the guesswork out of English riding.
Covers the fundamentals of Western riding, from loping and galloping to trail riding and showing.
The most comprehensive single volume dedicated to horses, Original Horse Bible, 2nd Edition is a celebration of the long
relationship that humans and horses enjoy, written by two highly regarded horsewomen, the late Moira C. Allen and Sharon Biggs.
Covering an array of topics that span the world of horses, from evolution and domestication to horseback riding, training,
competing, and more, this complete guide is a must-have for any avid horse-lover! With detailed profiles of 175 horse breeds, over
100 training and behavior tips, more than 50 riding, grooming, and health takeaways, and so much more, the Original Horse Bible
belongs on the shelves of anyone who admires these magnificent creatures. This second edition includes new sections on
advances in imaging technology and medications, as well as updated information on saddles, bits, poisonous plants, deworming
practices, and natural horsemanship.
Horse racing is second only to baseball, in terms of the number of people it attracts, of all spectator sports in this country. With this
book in hand, readers will become experts on the "sport of kings", from its beginnings over 6,000 years ago to the widespread
support and attention the sport receives today. This book comprehensively studies and records in detail all vital information about
today's top jockeys, leading owners and trainers and world-famous horses. The authors explore mainstream events in the history
of flat racing and steeple chasing, and at the same time expose the dark side of the off track world, as they uncover scenes of
rampant illegal gambling, scandals and disasters. Exciting photographs communicate the energy of the horses and the passion of
their riders and owners.
The Horse Illustrated Guide to Western RidingI5 Press
Provides a history of the horseshoe as well as describing each step in shoeing the horse, from the creation of the horseshoe to
handling the horse and checking the fit
An advanced rider, whether professional horseman, Olympic athlete, or just a horse lover who has learned the fundamentals and
go on to ride his or her own horse, in the author’s view, “is someone who graps the idea of good horsemanship and puts a great
deal of time and effort into developing his or her seat and position.” Advanced English Riding is designed to helped riders develop
those skills and to help them move on to the next level of riding. Author Sharon Biggs, whose credits also include The Original
Horse Bible, shares her considerable experience in English riding in this Horse Illustrated Guide that goes beyond the
fundamentals to refine the riding skills of hunter/jumper riders and dressage riders, from improving seat and position to advanced
schooling techniques and participating successfully and joyfully in competitions. This book offers step-by-step instructions and
great advice for all English riders looking to develop, improve, or refine their skills in the various aspects of this popular riding
discipline. This extensive guide is divided into 15 chapters and covers the following topics: honing the seat and position, the half
halt, riding within the gaits (transitions, stride adjustment, collection, extensions, etc.), riding figures, lateral work, cavalletti and
group poles (for hunters, jumpers, and dressage), gridwork (incorporating placing poles and cavalletti), cross-country jumping,
hunter courses, show jumping courses, advanced competition in dressage, eventing, hunters, and show jumping, and more
Recently updated and extended, The Horse Illustrated Guide to Western Riding covers the fundamentals;from loping and galloping
to trail riding and showing. Complete with step-by-step instructions, countless tips, full-color photos, and an easy-to-use glossary,
this book takes the guesswork out of western riding.
Experience the sheer joy of being one with your horse and one with nature. When you're riding the trails with your horse, you enjoy
a refreshing feeling of freedom, the exhilaration of exploration, and an invigorating escape from the demands of the day. You're in
control--as long as you can control the 1,000-pound creature you're riding. Trail Riding: A Complete Guide takes you from the
basics to more advanced trail riding skills with information on: * How to choose a horse, including basics on conformation * Finding
the best trail-riding lessons, tack, and equipment * Feeding, care, grooming, health care, and stable management *
Conditioning--for the horse and yourself * Trailering to trails * Advanced trail riding, including information on camping with your
horse, how competitive trail riding is judged, and racing on the trail * Tips on how to find the best trails, both locally and around the
country This book helps you develop the knowledge and skills that will give you a leg up every time you climb in the saddle. You
and your horse will become the perfect pair for relaxing yet energizing adventures off the beaten path.
A guide for learning how to handle, feed, and groom a horse.
Tips for riders just starting out in English riding.
Der Sunday Times und New York Times Nr. 1-Bestseller - das meistverkaufteste Buch 2020 in Großbritannien "Pures Glück" London
Evening Standard Ein einsamer Junge und ein Maulwurf begegnen sich, ein Fuchs und ein Pferd schließen sich ihnen an. Sie alle fühlen sich
von der Welt im Stich gelassen, doch in ihren Gesprächen über ihre Angst und Einsamkeit geben sie sich gegenseitig Kraft und
Unterstützung. Ein Buch voller Hoffnung in unsicheren Zeiten und über die heilende Kraft der Freundschaft. "Die Welt, in der ich leben muss,
ist unsere. Aber die Welt, in der ich gern leben würde, ist die, die Charlie Mackesy erschaffen hat." Elizabeth Gilbert , Autorin von Eat, Pray,
Love "Ein wundervolles Kunstwerk und ein wundervoller Blick ins menschliche Herz." Richard Curtis, Drehbuchautor von Vier Hochzeiten und
ein Todesfall, Notting Hill, den Bridget-Jones-Filmen, Tatsächlich ... Liebe und Mr Bean "Die Welt braucht Charlie Mackesys Arbeit gerade
jetzt ganz besonders." Miranda Hart, britische Schauspielerin, Autorin und Stand-up-Kabarettistin "Es gibt kein schöneres Buch, das man
jemandem, den man liebt, schenken könnte." Chris Evans, US-amerikanischer Schauspieler
Recently updated and extended, Trail Riding joins the experience and enthusiasm of equestrian Micaela Myers with the wisdom of Horse
Illustrated to bring this definitive guide to beginning trail riders. The book covers the fundamentals of America's #1 equestrian pasttime--from
picking out the right gear and training your horse for the trail to planning your jaunt and learning proper trail manners. Complete with step-bystep instructions, countless tips, full-color photos, and an easy-to-use glossary, this guide takes the guesswork out of trail riding.
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